
Parallel Observations Science Team (ISTI-POST) 
 

Synopsis 

The Parallel Observations Science Team (POST) is compiling a database of parallel measurements, 

which is important for a better understanding of inhomogeneities affecting the evaluation of long 

term changes in (daily) climate data. Parallel measurements consist of overlap periods of 

measurements of the same ECV(s) either at the same or proximal locations over a period of time. 

Many NMSs have historically undertaken such measurements to manage change across their 

networks. However, historically, such measurements have not been shared. The POST effort aims to 

collate and analyse these data. As such, it would provide a hugely valuable second line of evidence, 

next to statistical homogenisation, on biases in the climate station record. 

 

We would invite AOPC to consider:  

1. Recognition/endorsement of the activity as scientifically valuable and some form of appropriate 

recognition of the activity by GCOS, which may help build community and stakeholder buy-in to 

the activity. 

 

2. Via GCOS focal points or other appropriate mechanisms solicit help in the sourcing of historical 

parallel observations from WMO members. 

 

3. Work with WMO Commissions to formalise a process of permanent archiving and sharing of 

parallel measurement activities as part of future network change management. 

 

4. Formalise the archiving and sharing of metadata on known inhomogeneities. For example, the 

year Stevenson screens or AWS was introduced or an airport was opened. That would make the 

information from the parallel measurements more valuable. 

 

  



Scientific background 

Long instrumental climate records are usually affected by non-climatic changes due to, for example, 

relocations and changes in instrumentation, instrument height or data collection and manipulation 

procedures. These inhomogeneities distort the climate signal and can substantially hamper the 

assessment of trends and variability. Thus to study climatic changes we need to accurately 

distinguish non-climatic and climatic signals. 

 

Inhomogeneities are especially important for studies on changes in extremes and weather variability 

using daily data. Our abilities to statistically homogenise daily data are very limited, while at least for 

temperature the non-climatic changes in the tails of the distribution are expected to be stronger than 

the changes in the mean state. This expectation is based on a very limited number of studies on daily 

parallel measurements and our understanding of their causes. For example, temperature 

measurements at Kremsmünster, Austria, on a north-facing wall show a mean bias of 2°C in June, 

with a bias of 5°C in the 99th percentile due to insolation at dawn. 

 

The most direct way to study the influence of these non-climatic changes on the distribution and to 

understand the reasons for these biases is the analysis of parallel measurements representing the old 

and new situation (in terms of, e.g., instruments or location). 

 

A global parallel climate dataset 

Current studies of non-climatic changes using parallel data are limited to a small number of local and 

regional case studies. However, the effect of specific transitions depends on the local climate and the 

most interesting questions are about the systematic large-scale biases produced by transitions that 

occurred in many or all regions. Important such transitions potentially biasing long-term records 

include the adoption of Stevenson screens, efforts to reduce undercatch of precipitation, or the 

move to automatic weather stations. Thus a large global parallel dataset is highly desirable as it 

allows for the study of systematic biases in the global record. 

 

The information from parallel measurements is also necessary to produce realistic validation 

datasets for homogenization methods and thus to be able to estimate the contribution of non-

climatic changes to the uncertainty budget. Furthermore, a large dataset is needed to use parallel 

data to validate homogenization adjustments directly. 

 

The WMO has recently called on all members to assist in gathering parallel datasets for an 

international dataset. The database is supported by the Task Team on homogenisation (TT-HOM) of 

the Commission for Climatology (CCl). The International Surface Temperature Initiative (ISTI) host a 

copy of the parallel dataset, as well as the European Climate Assessment & Dataset project (ECA&D). 

This will ensure professional and permanent archiving and thus the long-term use of these important 

datasets. 

 

  



Ongoing studies 

The dataset will be mainly built by executing studies using parallel data. We have several ongoing 

studies for which we are actively searching for collaborators. 

a. POST-AWS-temp. The influence of automation on temperature. 

b. POST-AWS-precip. The influence of automation on precipitation. 

c. POST-early. The temperature change due to the transition of early screens to Stevenson screens. 

d. POST-move. The influence of relocations on temperature. 

 

An example preliminary result by Enric Aguilar for the transition to AWS for temperature can be 

found below. We are still looking for more data to get a better global assessment. 

 

 
 

 

More information 

http://tinyurl.com/ISTI-Parallel 


